Valvular heart diseases are recognized as a significant cause of morbidity and mortality. Accurate quantification of cardiac flow volumes in patients is essential in evaluation of the progression of the disease and in determination of clinical options. Recent advances in the real-time 3D full volume echocardiography have enabled high frame rate acquisition of volumetric color Doppler flow images. In this paper, we propose a fully automated method to quantify the cardiac flow using instantaneous 3D+t ultrasound data. The anatomical information such as mitral annulus and left ventricle outflow tract (LVOT) are detected and tracked automatically accounting for the heart motion. Furthermore, the proposed method automatically detects and tracks the endocardial boundary of the left ventricle (LV) and computes the instantaneous change in LV volume. This information is used to overcome inherent limitation of the color Doppler velocity ambiguity such that de-aliasing parameters are computed and used to correct flow computations. Preliminary results with clinical data presented here agree well with accepted clinical measurements in a quantitative manner. The proposed method is efficient and achieves high speed performance of 0.2 second per volume of ultrasound data.
INTRODUCTION
The quantification of flow volume is important for evaluation of patients with cardiac dysfunction and cardiovascular disease. However, accurate flow quantification remains a significant challenge for cardiologists [1] . Doppler ultrasound is a non-invasive and cost effective method for evaluation of intracardiac blood flow, for assessment of cardiac function, for estimation of shunt flows in congenital cardiac defects, and for assessment regurgitation in the presence of valvular disease. With real-time full volume echocardiography it is now feasible to acquire transthoracic 3D color flow imaging (CFI) for every heartbeat (without stitching) such that both mitral valve and LVOT can be covered by color Doppler region of interest. However, a fundamental limitation of flow velocity aliasing remains which can introduce significant errors in flow quantification directly using color Doppler data. The velocity ambiguity cannot be overcome just by ultrasound data especially when true velocity is several multiples of the Nyquist level [2] . To address this issue, various approaches have been proposed using customized hardware [3] or certain geometric assumptions [4, 5, 6, 7] .
In this paper, we propose a fully automated method for cardiac flow volume quantification using instantaneous 3D+t ultrasound data. More specifically, our method automatically detects both the mitral annulus and left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) and places measurement planes at appropriate locations. To compensate non-rigid heart motion, measurement planes are tracked through the whole cardiac cycle to adjust the sampling locations and orientations in each frame. As a result, the flow volumes are computed consistently based on the anatomical structure of the left ventricle (LV). Furthermore, to recover the de-aliasing factor of the color Doppler flow data, our method also estimates the LV volume change by automatically detecting and tracking the endocardial boundary on the ultrasound data. A de-aliasing approach is proposed to compute the volume of both mitral inflow and LVOT outflow. To demonstrate the performance, we evaluated our method on a clinical dataset taken from 22 normal subjects. The comparison of measurements with the proposed method with two routine clinical measurements provide a quantitative comparison with existing reference methods. The clinical measurements used for comparison are 2D quantitative Doppler with pulsed wave Doppler acquisition at LVOT to estimate LV stroke volume and LV stroke volume from 3D b-mode contouring of LV cavity. These are clinically accepted methods and independently validated elsewhere.
FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the new framework to estimate 3D volume of both the mitral and LVOT flow. As illustrated in Figure 1 , our system includes the following main steps:
1. Automatic anatomy detection: In the first frame, the endocardial boundary of the left ventricle (LV), the mitral annulus, and the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) are detected using Marginal Space Learning (MSL) [8] . 2. Cardiac motion tracking: The 3D motion of the left ventricle, including the ventricular wall, the mitral annulus, and the LVOT, are estimated by fusing information from multiple cues, including optical flow, boundary detection, and motion prior.
3. Three-dimensional flow sampling: The tracked locations of the mitral annulus and LVOT are used to construct and adjust the sampling planes of the color flow data. Consequently, the flow volume is computed by aggregating the sampled color flow values in the threedimensional space.
4. Flow de-aliasing: Based on the tracked LV endocardial boundaries, the LV volume change is computed between neighboring frames to estimate the de-aliasing factor of the measured color Doppler data. The dealiased flow volumes are computed for both the mitral inflow and the LVOT outflow. 
Anatomical Model
To represent the anatomical structure of the left ventricle, mitral annulus, and left ventricular outflow tract, a 3D mesh model is used in our system as illustrated in Figure 2 (a-b). Figure 2 (a) shows the side view of our 3D model with the mitral annulus and the LVOT ring highlighted in the yellow and blue color, respectively. The sampling planes at the mitral annulus and LVOT are illustrated in Figure 2 (b) and (c).
Because of the physical form of the 3D ultrasound pyramid, a plane in the acoustic space with a constant distance to the transducer corresponds to a sphere in the Cartesian space, centering at the tip of the pyramid. Therefore, the sampling plane in our model is defined on a sphere passing through the mitral annulus or LVOT. To compute the volume of the mitral inflow and LVOT outflow, we consider the circular area enclosed by the mitral annulus and LVOT ring, as shown in Figure 2 (c).
Learning-based anatomy detection
In the starting frame (typically the end-diastole cardiac phase), we detect automatically the endocardial boundary of the left ventricle (LV), the mitral annulus, and the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT). A 3D detector is learned to locate the pose, including the position X = (x, y, z), orientation θ = (α, β, γ) and scale S = (s x , s y , s z ), of the LV using the marginal space learning (MSL) approach [8] . The local deformations of the mitral annulus, LVOT, and myocardial boundaries are further estimated based on the posterior distribution p i (X|I) of each control point on the surface, which is learned using the steerable features and the probability boosting-tree (PBT) [9] .
Cardiac motion tracking
Starting from the detection result at the initial frame, the model deformations are propagated to neighboring frames using both the learned features and the local image templates. To ensure temporal consistency and smooth motion and to avoid drifting and outliers, two collaborative trackers, an optical flow tracker and a boundary detection tracker, are used in our method. The optical flow tracker directly computes the temporal displacement for each point from one frame to the next, while the detection tracker obtains the deformations in each frame with maximal probability. The above two trackers are integrated into a single Bayesian framework, with the assumption that the input images I are mutually independent [10] :
where
. . , Y t ) are the measurements from the first t frames I 1:t = (I 1 , . . . , I t ). For clarity, we use X t to denote a concatenation of the mesh point positions,
, which need to be estimated at the current time instance t, and n is the total number of points in the model. The likelihood term p( Y t | X t ) is computed from both boundary detection and local image template matching, i.e.,
where F t is the steerable feature response [8] , T t is the local image template, and λ is the weighting coefficient of the matching term. Given the resulting shapes X 1:t−1 from the previous t − 1 frames, the prediction term p( X t | Y 1:t−1 ) can be simplified as p( X t | X 1:t−1 ), which can be learned from the training data set as in [11] . The motion prior is estimated at the training stage using motion manifold learning and hierarchical K-means clustering, from a pre-annotated database of sequences containing one cardiac cycle each. Firstly the temporal deformations are aligned by 4D generalized procrustes analysis. Next a low-dimensional embedding is computed from the aligned training sequences using the ISOMAP algorithm [12] . Finally, in order to extract the modes of motion, the motion sequences are then clustered with hierarchical Kmeans based on the Euclidean distance in the lower dimensional manifold. The above deformation propagation step is repeated until the full 4D model is estimated for the complete sequence. In this way the collaborative trackers complement each other, as the optical flow tracker provides temporally consistent results and its major issue of drifting is addressed by the boundary detection. Finally to obtain a smooth motion field, the tracking is performed in both forward and backward directions given the periodic nature of the cardiac motion [11] .
Flow computation and de-aliasing
Given the tracking result X from Section 2.3, the two planes as shown in Figure 2 (b,c) are constructed to sample and compute the mitral and LVOT flow. Figure 3 shows the examples of flow sampling on two different frames, one with the mitral inflow and the other with LVOT outflow. The mitral annulus and LVOT sampling planes are highlighted in the yellow and blue color, respectively. Thus, given a color flow image F t at the time instance t, the flow volume is computed as an integral of the color measurements on the sampling plane:
where dA is the unit sampling area on the sampling plane, fr is the frame rate, vs is the Doppler velocity scale, N s is the number of non-zero samples on the sample plane, and X(i) is the 3D position of the i − th sampling area.
In color flow images, aliasing is a common issue which describes single or multiple exceeding of the color Doppler Nyquist velocity, causing ambiguity for velocities beyond the Nyquist level [2] . In our proposed method, the LV volume V t can be computed based on the tracking result X from Section 2.3 for each frame t. As a result, the LV volume change can be computed as the difference between two neighboring frames as follows:
Because the LV volume change dV and the flow volume V F ma measure the same amount of blood flow through the left ventricle at certain time instance, the de-aliasing factor of the color flow measurement can be computed as the ratio between two volume values, i.e.,
where dA is the unit sampling area, N s is the number of nonzero samples on the sample plane, fr is the frame rate, and vs is the Doppler velocity scale. Since we are only interested in the number of aliasing exceeding the Doppler Nyquist velocity, the floor function · is used to return the closest integer as the de-aliasing factor, which also makes the computation not sensitive to the noise in the LV volume change dV t . In our experiments, the f de value is typically between 0 and 2. Figure 4 shows a multi-beat example from a normal patient. Figure 4(a) shows the aliased flow measurement sampled from the color flow images, while Figure 4(b) shows the resulting flow from our de-aliasing method. The input sequence has 37 volumes with 3 heart beats. To evaluate the performance of our method, a set of 3D full-volume ultrasound sequences were acquired by a Siemens SC2000 scanner with an average volume rate of 15 vps at the Ohio State University Medical Center. 22 subjects with normal valves were enrolled with the IRB approval. Table 1 and 2 report the comparison between the expert measurements using 2D pulsed wave (PW) Doppler and the flow volumes estimated by our method. The LV stroke volume (LVSV) was very close to the volume from LVOT-PW (70.1 ± 20.8 ml, 69.7 ± 16.7 ml) with good correlation (r = 0.78). 3-D LV inflow and outflow volumes (73.6 ± 16.3 ml, 67.6 ± 14.6 ml) were correlated well with LVSV and LVOT-PW respectively (r = 0.77, 0.91). Therefore all the estimated flow volumes were consistent and close to the expert measurements, which demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of our proposed method. Table 2 . Correlation and statistical significance testing of flow measure on 22 normal patients between (1) the LVOT outflow volume measured using 2D pulsed wave (PW) Doppler and the estimated LV stroke volume; (2) the LVOT and the de-aliased Mitral inflow by our method; and (3) the LVOT-PW and the LVOT outflow by our method. The comparison shows good correlation between all measurements which is statistically significant.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a fully automatic method to estimate both mitral inflow and LVOT outflow on 3D real-time full volume ultrasound data. A 3D model is fitted automatically to the left ventricle (LV), mitral annulus, and LVOT to construct measurement planes in a volumetric color Doppler image. To compensate heart motion, multiple information sources, such as image gradients, boundary detection and motion prediction, are fused to achieve a robust tracking through the whole cardiac cycle. Furthermore, given the tracked LV endocardial boundaries, a new approach is proposed to correct for aliasing in the color Doppler data by using LV volume change between two neighboring frames. Preliminary results on clinical data showed good correlation with expert measurements in two reference methods. The proposed method is efficient and achieves high speed performance of 0.2 second per frame for volumetric ultrasound data.
